[Does Malnutrition during Fetal Life Have a Potential to Be a Precipitating Factor for Developmental Disorders?]
The developmental origins of health and disease paradigm (DOHaD) is a concept that fetal environmental factors affect adult phenotypes. We performed experiments to evaluate the DOHaD theory in developmental disorders using mouse models. In vitro fertilization and embryo transfer techniques were used for mouse production. The AIN93G-control diet, which contains 20% protein (CD), 5% protein-restricted diet (PR), and PR with supplemental folic acid (FA) were provided as experimental diets to mothers. The body weights (BWs) of mothers and offspring, and the blood-clinical biochemistry results of mothers were examined. In addition, gene expression and genomic methylation in the brain of adult offspring and behavioral phenotypes of adult offspring were examined. Pregnant mothers that consumed the protein-restricted diets, namely, PR and FA, exhibited reduction in BW. The values of protein-related parameters determined by blood-clinical biochemistry decreased in the PR fed groups. The BWs of neonates and adult offspring did not change. The offspring exposed to maternal hyponutrition exhibited increased activity in the home cage and enhanced fear and anxiety-like behavior. The adult offspring of the PR-fed group and FA-fed groups exhibited different patterns of mRNA expression and genomic methylation in the brain. The maternal PR diet affected the progenies' behavioral phenotypes and epigenetic outcomes in the brain. However, the behavioral changes induced by maternal protein restriction were very slight. Hence, interactions between several genetic factors and environmental exposures such as maternal malnutrition may cause developmental and psychiatric disorders.